
 

                    

The Hebron Massacre of 1929: 
A Recently Revealed Letter of a Survivor 

 
by Meyer Greenberg 

 
 The massacre of the Jews of Hebron in 1929 put an 
end to the ancient Jewish community at the burial site of the 
patriarchs. The riots which erupted throughout the country 
were an organized Arab attack against the entire Zionist 
enterprise with the aim of preventing the eventual 
establishment of a Jewish state.  They were the most violent 
eruption until that time in the conflict that has been termed 
“one long war between Arabs and Jews comparable to the 
Hundred Years War in medieval Europe.”1

 
 Unlike other parts of the country, where Jews 
resisted with force, the Hebron community reflected the 
mind-set of the pre-modern Jew, conditioned by almost 
2,000 years of Jewish powerlessness.  The reaction of the 
local leadership to the impending attack was to turn to the 
authorities -- the British appointed governor and the Arab 
notables -- for protection, which, when it arrived, was much 
too late. 
 
 The events in Hebron and my grandparents' 
miraculous rescue are vividly described in a letter written by 
my grandfather nine days later to my mother, Blanche 
Greenberg. 
 
 In 1907, the peak year of Jewish immigration into the 
United States, my maternal grandfather, Aharon Reuven 

 
1 For the significance of the riots see Naomi W. Cohen, The Year after the 

Riots:  American Responses to the Palestine Crisis of 1929-30, Detroit: 
Wayne State University Press, 1988; and Aaron S. Klieman, ed. The Rise 
of Israel -- The Turn toward Violence 1920-1929, New York and London: 
Garland Publishers, 1987, p. 12. 
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Bernzweig, his wife Breine Zuch Bernzweig, and their six 
children left Stanislaw, Galicia (then Austrian Poland), and 
settled in New York City. Twenty years later, in 1927, after 
their children were grown and they had accumulated a 
modest capital, they were in a position to fulfill the dream of 
many traditional Jews--to spend their retirement years in 
Eretz Hakodesh, the Holy Land. 
 
 Late in the spring of 1929, my grandparents travelled 
to the United States in order to attend my brother's bar 
mitzvah. Upon their return they decided to escape the heat of 
a Tel Aviv summer by vacationing in Hebron. Five days 
later the riots broke out. 
 
 Zeide Bernzweig's health was affected by the Hebron 
ordeal, and he died of a heart attack in 1936. Baba Breine 
continued to live at 16 Bialik Street in Tel Aviv until her 
death in 1945. That is where I would visit and spend Shabbat 
in 1937-38, when I studied at Hebrew University. 
 
 Aharon and Breine Bernzweig were buried on the 
Mount of Olives. In the summer of 1967, after the 
reunification of Jerusalem, my wife and I found and restored 
their desecrated graves. 
 
 While members of the family knew that Zeide had 
written a letter about Hebron, we were not familiar with the 
actual text. I found the original in my parents' papers after 
their death. The Yiddish is closely written on ten pages and 
is difficult to read. I am therefore greatly indebted to Helen 
G. Meyrowitz, who deciphered the text and prepared the 
initial translation, which I have revised and edited. 
 
 While preparing the letter for publication, I found 
clarifying and corroborating information in the testimonies 
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of other eyewitnesses, preserved in the Central Zionist 
Archives in Jerusalem. From the survivor documents I was 
able to identify others who were in the group of 33 who 
shared the same hiding place, as well as the names of the 
Arabs who saved their lives. 
 
 
 

*** 



 

MEGILLAT HEBRON 
 
 
 With the help of God, Monday, Torah portion 
Shoftim V'shotrim, 5689 [September 2, 1929], Tel Aviv, 
may it be built up and firmly established, speedily in our 
days, Amen. 
 
 My dear children, may you live and be well. 
 
 Even before I begin writing, my hand is already 
shaking, my head swims, and every limb is trembling. I am 
unable to get control of myself, because the cries are still 
ringing in my ears. It is one week today since we came back 
from the bitter tragedy. Each day I want to write to you, but 
when I sit down to write, all my limbs start to quiver and 
tears pour from my eyes, so I have to stop. Today for the first 
time I was able to pull myself together, with all my strength, 
with superhuman effort. I got up at dawn and sat down to 
write. I hadn't started yet, but even before I could begin, my 
pen was already soaked with tears. Although it seems that I 
am writing this letter with ink, you should know that it is not 
ink, but tears. 
 
 Now, let me get to the point. I don't really know 
where to start and where to finish, because my blood is still 
churning inside me. But I will begin my Megillah of Hebron. 
Children, as you already know from my earlier letter, Mama, 
may she live and be well, had been feeling very weak, ever 
since we came back from our trip to America. Moving to a 
new apartment and all the hard work involved added to it. 
The apartment wasn't finished and there was endless 
aggravation because the work was not being done to her 
liking. On top of everything else, she couldn't bear the 
terribly hot weather. It was awful; the perspiring was beyond 
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human endurance. She lay in bed all day because she was too 
weak to walk about. I kept begging Mama, may she live and 
be well, with tears in my eyes, that we needed a change of 
climate. It was impossible to convince her because she didn't 
want to abandon the house and leave it hefker. Finally she 
realized that she had no choice and she agreed. She did not 
want to go by herself, only with me. So we left home and 
went to the country--to Hebron.2
 
 We arrived on Sunday, August 18th. There we went 
to a guest house, where we got a very nice room and came to 
an agreement on the charges. We paid for one month in 
advance, since we planned to stay for several months, until 
after all the holidays, when it would be cooler.3
 
 From the very beginning, things did not go well. 
Although the air was very good and the weather cool, and 
Mama, may she be well, did not perspire any more, she 
caught a severe cold and had to stay in bed. In addition, there 
were swarms of biting mosquitoes. We had no choice but to 
hope that things would get better. Unfortunately, things don't 

                     
2 In those days Hebron in the south and Safed in the north were favorite 

summer vacation sites for the traditional Jewish community. Hebron, 3,000 
feet above sea level, is 19 miles south of Jerusalem. 

 
3 The guest house was called Eshel Avraham, the Tamarisk Tree of Abraham, 

a classical Jewish symbol of hospitality. It was operated by Haim Shneerson 
and was one of five or more small family-run lodgings for visitors. Students 
at the Hebron Yeshiva were housed with private families. See Statment of 
Yehuda Leib Shneerson, son of Haim Shneerson, Central Zionist Archives 
(hereinafter C.Z.A.), 1929 Riots, Notes on Hebron, File S25/4601, Annex 
16.  Eshel Avraham was the first hotel in Hebron and was located in one of 
five buildings constructed by the two grandfathers of Yehuda Leib 
Shneerson during the period of Turkish rule over Palestine. Hard times 
forced them to sell the buildings to Arabs. On the main floor there were four 
rooms and a synagogue. See Yehuda Leib Shneerson, Hoy Hebron, Hebron! 
(Hebrew), Tel Aviv, Yair Publishers, 1980, p.23. 
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always turn out the way we would like, and no one knows 
what the future holds. 
 
 Ever since we arrived in Hebron, we had heard talk 
of disturbances in Jerusalem, that Arabs and Jews were 
fighting. We didn't have any specific details, but there were 
rumors in the air, so we were not in a happy state of mind. 
But what could we do about it? 
 
 On Friday, the 23rd, we heard that things had gotten 
worse in Jerusalem. Everyone became very uneasy and 
walked about without a head. We had forebodings that 
something terrible was about to happen--but what, exactly, 
we did not know. I was fearful and kept questioning the local 
people, who had lived there for generations. They assured 
me that in Hebron there could never be a pogrom, because as 
many times as there had been trouble elsewhere in Eretz 
Israel, Hebron had remained quiet. The local population had 
always lived very peacefully with the Arabs. 
 
 But my heart told me that the situation was serious. 
Hebron alone, without the surrounding villages, has a 
population of 24,000. Including the villages, there are 60,000 
people. Of what significance is the Jewish community there, 
a mere 100 families?4 What could we do to protect 

 
4 The entire Jewish community of Hebron numbered between 750 and 800. 

Included in these figures are about 200 students and staff of Yeshivat Hebron 
Kenesset Israel. In 1924, Rabbi Moses Mordecai Epstein had transplanted 
150 students and faculty en masse from Slobodka in Lithuania to Hebron. 
Rabbi Epstein was notable also for his interest in the building up of 
Palestine. While at the Volozhin Yeshiva in the 1880s he encouraged the 
Hovevei Zion group organized by the students, and he himself was a 
member of the Hovevei Zion delegation which purchased the land for the 
settlement of Hadera in 1891. 

 
 A population figure of 20,000 Moslems and 800 Jews in the town of Hebron 

is given in the memorandum of the Palestine Zionist Executive, prepared by 
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ourselves? We could only comfort ourselves with the hope 
that God, blessed be He, would have mercy, and the troubles 
would run their course quietly. 
 
 Friday afternoon the situation worsened. We heard 
that on the street Arabs had already beaten several Jews with 
clubs. Next we heard that all the Jewish stores had closed. 
The atmosphere was explosive. Everybody was afraid to go 
out into the street, and we locked ourselves in our rooms. 
Things looked really bad. What should we do? "No one 
could go out, and no one could come in "[Joshua 6.1]; 
everybody was fearful. By now the local Jews too were 
saying that the situation was serious. 
 
 Suddenly, just one hour before candle lighting, 
pandemonium broke loose. Window panes were smashed on 
all sides. In our building, they broke every window and 
began throwing large stones inside. We hid ourselves. They 
were breaking windows in all the Jewish homes. Now we 
were in deathly fear. As we were blessing the Shabbes 
candles, we heard that in the Yeshiva one young man had 
been killed. It was bitter, the beginning of a slaughter. 
 
 In the meantime, mounted policemen arrived, and all 
became still outside. We thought that our salvation had 
come. All through the night the police patrolled the streets. 
But it seemed that they were having problems. You can 
understand that I walked the floor all the night terribly 
worried, with my heart in my mouth. On Shabbes morning, 
we saw that the situation was getting worse. Cars kept racing 

 
Mordecai Eliash and dated October 14, 1929, for the government 
Commission of Enquiry into the 1929 Riots, C.Z.A., S25/4601. The census 
of 1931, however, lists 17,531 Moslems in the urban area and 50,100 in the 
rural portion of the Hebron sub-district. 
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back and forth through the streets. They were filled with 
Arabs armed with long iron bars, long knives, and axes. The 
Arabs kept screaming that they were going to Jerusalem to 
slaughter all the Jews. Soon many Jews gathered in our 
house. We held a meeting and talked over the situation, but 
couldn't think of anything we could do to protect ourselves, 
since none of us had any weapons. Many of the people 
remained in our house, because by then it was too dangerous 
to try to go home. 
 
 Now let me tell you about the massacre. Right after 
eight o'clock in the morning we heard screams. Arabs had 
begun breaking into Jewish homes. The screams pierced the 
heart of the heavens. We didn't know what to do. Our house 
had two floors. We were downstairs and a doctor lived on 
the second floor.5 We figured that we would be safe in the 
doctor's apartment, but how could we get up there? The 
stairs were on the outside of the building, but it wasn't safe to 
go out. So we chopped through the ceiling and that way we 

 
5 In his disposition after the riots he identified himself as Dr. Zwi Kitayin, 

Hadassah physician at Hebron. C.Z.A., S25/4601, Annex 72. Later he 
changed the spelling of his name to Kitain. 

 
 The Hadassah Clinic was housed in a building erected in 1909 by a Bagdadi 

Jew, Joseph Avraham Shalom, and the Sasson family for the Hesed 
Le'Avraham Hospital. Subsequently the structure was takan over by the 
Hadassah organization and called Beit Hadassah. 

 
 The clinic in Hebron is listed in the November 1919 report of the American 

Zionist Medical Unit (A.Z.M.U.), set up in 1918 by Hadassah and the 
American Zionist Organization. The A.Z.M.U. maintained hospitals in 
Jerusalem, Jaffa, Safed and Tiberias, as well as clinics in many towns and 
settlements. In 1921 the name was changed to Hadassah Medical 
Organization (H.M.O.). C.Z.A., Hadassah 1920-22, S30/2513. 

 
 Dr. Kitayin, in his statement, described the atmosphere of threats and danger 

on the eve of the riots and his work in caring for the wounded in the days 
that followed. See Appendix 2. 
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climbed up to the doctor's house. Well, after being there only 
a little while, we realized that we were still in danger 
because by that time the Arabs had almost reached our 
house. They were going from door to door, slaughtering 
everyone who was inside. The screams and the moans were 
terrible. People were crying Help! Help! But what could we 
do? There were thirty-three of us. Soon, soon, all of us 
would be lost.6
 
 Just then, God, blessed be He, in His great mercy, 
sent us an Arab who lived in back of our house. He insisted 
that we come down from the doctor's apartment and enter his 
house through the back door.  He took us to his cellar, a large 
room without windows to the outside. We all went in, while 
he, together with several Arab women, stood outside near the 
door.7 As we lay there on the floor, we heard the screams as 

 
6 Only five minutes before the mob reached the guest house, the Arab landlord 

"knocked and said to us: "Come out of here at once and go to my house. 
There you'll be safer." Statements of Shneerson and Kitayin, op. cit., 
Annexes 16 and 72. 

 
 The number of people who took refuge with him is verified by Dr. Kitayin. 

op. cit., S25/4601. 
 
 The known members of the group are the family of Haim Shneerson and his 

son Yehuda Leib, Dr. Zwi Kitayin, his wife Rivka and their two children, 
Gavriel and Elisheva, Dr. Leib Levit and Aharon Reuven and Breine 
Bernzweig. About half of the 33 were children. 

 
7 The name of the Arab was Haj Eissa El Kourdieh, who is included 

prominently in the three lists of Arabs identified shortly after the massacre as 
those who saved the lives of Jews. He lived in the same courtyard as the 
guest house and was its landlord. One of the women was his wife, Imm 
Mahmoud. 

 
 The most reliable of the lists, dated January 20, 1930, was attested to by the 

rabbis of the Ashkenazi and Sephardi communities, Yaacov Yosef Slonim 
and Meir Franco. It includes 19 rescuers and 270 rescued. Since the list 
underestimates the number in my grandfather's group by nine, we would 
estimate the total number of Jews saved by Arabs as 280 to 300. The number 
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Arabs were slaughtering Jews. It was unbearable. As for us, 
we felt that the danger was so great that we had no chance of 
coming out alive. Each one of us said his vidui [his 
confession in anticipation of death]. At any moment we 
could be slaughtered, for double-edged swords were already 
at out throats. We had not even the slightest hope of 
remaining alive. We just begged that it should already be 
done and over. 
 
 Five times the Arabs stormed our house with axes, 
and all the while those wild murderers kept screaming at the 
Arabs who were standing guard to hand over the Jews. They, 
in turn, shouted back that they had not hidden any Jews and 
knew nothing. They begged the attackers not to destroy their 
homes. 
 

                                                 
of Arab rescuers should also be increased by at least four or six to 
compensate for the omission of women from the list. 

 
 The other lists are unsigned and undated. The shorter of the two, naming 17 

Arabs but omitting numbers for Jews, is entitled "Arabs of Hebron who 
behaved well towards Jews." This is apparently an earlier compilation that is 
referred to in a letter from Mordecai Eliash to the chairman of the Palestine 
Zionist Executive, Colonel Frederick H. Kisch, dated November 13, 1929, 
which states, "I attach a list of Arabs of Hebron who behaved well towards 
Jews." 

 
 The third list, which credits 32 Arabs with saving over 444 Jews, appears 

exaggerated. Only 430 Jews were alive and whole when assembled to the 
police station, and that number included a substantial number whose homes 
were not reached by the attackers, others who hid and were not discovered, 
and those who were overlooked as they lay among the bodies of the dead 
and wounded. See C.Z.A., The Riots in Palestine, August 1929, Arabs Who 
Assisted Jews, S25/3409 and List of Jews Protected by Moslems in Hebron, 
S25/4472. 
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 We heard everything. In addition, the little children 
in our group kept crying. We were in deadly fear that the 
murderers outside would hear them.8
 
 As for me, I was already 99 percent in the next 
world. All the time that we were in the Arab's house, I lay 
there on the floor in terrible pain [from a heart attack].9 It 
just happened that there were two doctors in the house. They 
sat near me and they saved my life.10

 

 
8 Other survivors add details: During the attacks two Arab women sat in front 

of the door and ground on millstones, whose shrill whine, together with the 
women's screams, helped to drown out the sounds of the crying children 
inside. Earlier, Imm Mahmoud handed her 10-year old son to the group as a 
hostage, to reassure them that she would not give them up. The mother 
coached the boy. When she would call out to him, "Are there any Jews 
inside with you?" he was to answer, "No, there are no Jews here. They all 
ran away." 

 
 The people inside heard one of the attackers shout out, "Today is a day that 

is holy to Mohammed. Anyone who does not kill Jews is a sinner." Dr. 
Kitayin and Shneerson, op. cit., Annexes 72 and 16. Oral interview wth Mrs. 
Rivka Kitain-Mellor and her daughter, Mrs. Elisheva Greidinger, on August 
24, 1989. 

 
 Edward Robbin, who went to Hebron three weeks later "with a convoy of 

refugees returning to their homes to bring the remnants of their possessions 
to Jerusalem," describes meeting a woman whom we recognize as Imm 
Mahmoud. "Opposite the Slonim house in front of what had been a hotel, a 
crowd of Jews had gathered about an Arab woman. To each one that 
approached they repeated the story of how she had saved twenty-three [sic] 
people by bringing them into her house. People looked at the thin worn face 
of the Arab woman with awe.” The Menorah Journal, XVII, 3 (December 
1929), p.304. 

 
 9 I remember hearing at the time that he suffered a heart attack. 
 
10 The second doctor was Dr. Leib Levit, the government veterinary surgeon in 

Hebron. Statement of Dr. Levit, C.Z.A., S25/4601, Annex 32. 
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 Well, I cannot continue describing the destruction 
any longer. It took several hours--to us it seemed like 
years--until all became quiet outside. We still lay there, 
waiting for the Angel of Death to finish with us as quickly as 
possible. 
 
 But God heard our prayers. Suddenly, the door 
opened, and the police walked in. They had been told that we 
were hidden there. They demanded that we go along with 
them, and they would take us to a safe place. We were afraid 
to go, because we thought they themselves might slaughter 
us. Eventually, they succeeded in convincing us that they 
had our good in mind. Since we couldn't walk there, they 
brought automobiles and took us, under police guard, to the 
police station, which was in a safe location.11

 
 When we reached the police station, there was acted 
out a real-life dance of the devils, for the police had brought 
together those who were still alive, the surviving remnant. 
During the earlier confusion, naturally, no one could have 
known what was happening to anyone else, but there in the 
police station, everyone first discovered whom he had lost. 
As people told each other about their misfortunes and how 
many casualties they had suffered, there burst out a terrible 
cry, everyone shrieking and crying at the same time. It was 
unbearable. Blessed God, give us strength! It was beyond 

 
11 Eyewitness accounts report that police with rifles controlled the streets on 

Friday night. On Saturday morning, however, they were sent out armed only 
with clubs and quickly lost control of the mobs. Only when the police 
commander R.O. Cafferata himself was attacked did he order the police to 
be rearmed with rifles. They returned, fired shots into the air--and the rioting 
immediately stopped. Op. cit., S25/4601, Statements of Rabbi Feivel Epstein 
of the Hebron Yeshiva, Annex 28; Yehoshua Hason, Annex 40; Rabbi 
Yaacov Yosef Slonim, Annex 6; Kitayin, Annex 72, and Shneerson, 
Annex 16. 
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human endurance. Three women went out of their minds 
right there. 
 
 In short, we were in the police station three days and 
three nights. We couldn't eat and we couldn't sleep. We lay 
on the ground in filth, just listening to the crying and the 
groaning.12 Finally, God, blessed be He, had mercy on us 
and [on Monday night] the police again transferred us--to 
Jerusalem. There we stayed in the Nathan Straus Health 
Center for two days and two nights, and on Wednesday we 
came back to Tel Aviv.13

 
12 The rescued sat and slept on the floor, soaked with the blood of the wounded 

who had lain there earlier. For two days the British did not supply them with 
food. Only on Monday were they able to purchase half-burned pitta and 
grapes. The police made no effort to clean the room until they heard that 
people were coming from Jerusalem to evacuate the women and children. 
Oded Avissar, ed., Sefer Hebron (Hebrew), (Jerusalem: Keter Publishing 
House, 1970), p. 419. 

 
 The police station was in the Romano House, a spacious building with 

dozens of rooms that was constructed by a Jew from Istanbul in the 1860's. 
During World War I the Turkish authorities confiscated the building. When 
the British took over the country they used the structure as a police station, 
courthouse and prison. 

 
13 [On Sunday night] "Crowds gathered at the [Hadassah] Hospital [on Straus 

Street] and waited for the wounded to be brought from Hebron. The [British] 
authorities ordered that they be transported in the dead of night when the 
streets would be empty. The next night the women and children refugees 
[and the elderly] were transported in buses. They brought them to the new 
Straus [Health Center] building....(This then would be the opening of the 
new building).... 

 
 As the buses stopped, a muffled hysterical crying, shouting, screaming. 

Half-crazed women leaped from the autos, clutching their children tightly 
and moaning.... 

 
 One little old woman had jumped out of the auto and started to run about 

silently among the crowd searching and whispering, "My children, have you 
seen my children?" Robbin, op. cit., p. 299. 
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 I am writing you only about our troubles. I don't have 
the strength to write about the additional troubles of the 
whole Jewish community. That you will surely read in the 
American newspapers. It is very tragic, but everything is 
from God. 
 
 Now I will tell you the total number of people who 
were slaughtered in Hebron. As of today, there are 63 holy 
martyrs. While we were still there, 58 were buried in a 
common grave, 51 males and 7 females; up to today, there 
are 5 more martyrs from among the wounded. Of the 
wounded, 49 are in serious condition, and 17 slightly 
wounded. Who knows how many more fatalities there will 
be? The Yeshiva suffered  23 killed and 17 wounded. Eight 
of the dead and 14 of the wounded from the Yeshiva are 
American boys. Gevald! Twenty-three living Torah scrolls 
were burned! May the heavens open and avenge us. 
 
 All the houses of study with their Torah scrolls and 
holy books were burned; everything in them was destroyed. 
All the homes were plundered; not even a straw was left! 
 
 We ourselves were left practically naked and 
barefoot. Since we had planned to stay there a few months, 
we had taken along all our clothes. Mama, may she live and 
be well, was left with only the one dress she was wearing 
and I, too, had only what I was wearing. They even took my 
talis and tefilin. Before Shabbes, I gave the money that I had 
brought along to the innkeeper for safekeeping. The Arabs 
took that money too, quite a large amount. 
 
 To make matters worse, the situation in the entire 
country is very bad, and no one is paying his debts. I have 
notes for several thousand dollars. Last week, notes for $750 
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came due, but no one paid. Who knows what will happen in 
the future? God forbid that we shouldn't be ruined 
altogether.14 We're trying to keep our heads above water 
while we keep hearing that here things are bad and there 
things are bad. May God, blessed be He, have mercy and 
help all the Jews, including us, that we should at least be 
well and be able to bear up under these trials. We Jews have 
had enough troubles! 
 
 I have no patience to write about family matters 
because my hand is still trembling. 
 
 Just one thing, my dear children, may you live and be 
well, I ask of you that you put away this letter for the 
generations. Each year, at an agreed-upon day, you should 
all meet and give thanks and praise to God, blessed be He, 
who saved your parents from this great catastrophe, and each 
one of you should make a generous contribution to charity. 
The miracle took place on Shabbes, Torah portion Ekev, the 
18th day of the month of Av, 5689 [August 24, 1929], in 
Hebron. 
 
 Your father, who wishes you the best, writing to you 
through tears. 
 
 
   Aharon 
   [Aharon Reuven Bernzweig] 
 
 
   [(Wife) Breine Zuch Bernzweig]

 
14 My grandfrather had invested his capital in mortgages and construction 

loans, especially in Bnai Brak, which was being developed in those years. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 
 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
 

Total number of Jewish residents in Hebron 
 

750-800 

Jews present in Hebron at the time 
(including visitors) 
 

550 estimated

Residents not present 250-300 
    Yeshiva students and staff away between terms  
     People visiting or working elsewhere 
 

 

Killed in the riots 67 
     Yeshiva students and staff 24 
     Buried in mass grave 
 

59 

Wounded and survived 
 

53 

Survived and uninjured 
(assembled in police station after the riots) 
 

430 

Saved by Arabs 
 

280-300 

Saved in other ways 
(hiding, homes not reached, lay among bodies 
of dead and wounded) 
 

130 estimated 

Arabs who saved Jews 
 

25 estimated 

Arabs who participated in attacks and plunder thousands 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
 Hadassah's Dr. Kitayin Testifies 
 
 
 “At about 11:00 A.M. on Friday, while I was at work 
[in the Health Clinic], the nurse, Shoshana Bat Haim, was 
told by one of the frequenters of the dispensary, Rashad 
Sa'ad, 18 years old and a government official, that 
preparations were being made to kill Jews in Hebron. The 
nurse called me and reported the matter. I answered, ‘Tell 
him that these days one doesn't ordinarily murder people.’ 
 
 At the same time an Arab guide named Bakri came 
into the dispensary. When the nurse requested two piasters 
for the medicine, he replied that he would put out her eyes 
that day. The nurse called me and told me what the Arab had 
said, and I chased him out of the building. After a few 
minutes another guide came in and begged me to forgive the 
man. I forgave him and he came in for the medicine." 
 
 
 After 10:00 on Saturday morning, when the slaugher 
had ceased, Dr. Kitayin was sought out and taken to the 
Police Station to tend the wounded. Together with them were 
others who were not wounded but "whose faces and clothes 
were full of blood. They told me that they had lain near the 
dead and had been saved by being thought dead." Shortly 
afterward the wounded and the corpses were moved to the 
government Health Office.  (Kitayin Statement, op. cit., 
Annex 72.) 
 
 
 There Dr. Kitayin worked without stop for 36 hours 
until Sunday evening, when ambulances arrived from 
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Hadassah to transport the wounded to Jerusalem. Assisting 
Kitayin were the local Jewish medical staff, Dr. Elkanah and 
the Hadassah nurse. Toward evening on Saturday they were 
joined by a surgeon, Dr. John MacQueen, the Government 
Medical Officer from Jerusalem, his assistant and two 
nurses. Together they operated upon and treated about 20 of 
the 60 wounded.  (Letter from Dr. Kitayin to the Palestine 
Zionist Executive dated September 25, 1929, in C.Z.A., 
S25/4601, and Oded Avissar, p. 418.) 
 


